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The Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs is to
inquire into and report on:
1. information and issues to help inform government in the
development of policy and the regulation of shack sites on public
land in Western Australia; and
2. any other relevant matter

Ms Derrise Grbavac
Secretary
Lower Donnelly River Conservation Association

30 June 2010

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs
Inquiry Into Shack Sites in Western Australia

SUMMARY
The Lower Donnelly River Conservation Association (LDRCA) represents 43 hut
owners who occupy land under lease arrangement within the D'Entrecasteaux
National Park in the Manjimup and Nannup Shires.
It recognised the need for a State Government Squatter Policy to control the
proliferation of random and ragged coastal shacks, mostly along the central west
coast north of Perth. It believes that the policy has achieved its purpose and now
needs to mature to take account of other significant community values and their
ongoing management.
The LDRCA submits that the hut precinct on the lower Donnelly River is absolutely
unique. It requires both protection of its heritage and other values and careful
management.
The precinct has been a low cost family holiday destination continuously for
almost 100 years covering up to four generations. It can only be accessed by
boat, has a strong connection with our earliest pastoral activities and
demonstrates the benefits of an effective, sustained and environmentally sensitive
hut community.
The LDRCA has worked in partnership with the Department of Environment and
Conservation (formerly CALM) for over twenty years and has been considered for
its heritage values by the Heritage Council of Western Australia. The proposal to
protect and manage the hut precinct is supported by both the Manjimup and
Nannup Shire Councils.
The LDRCA proposes changes to the State Government Squatter Policy and
proposes sensitive developments to the lower Donnelly River hut precinct to
protect significant values whilst enabling wider public use.
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INTRODUCTION
The Lower Donnelly River Conservation Association (LDRCA) recognizes the
need to control and manage the construction of unauthorized dwellings and other
structures on Crown Land. It believes that the State Government Squatter Policy
has halted construction of random and ragged coastal shacks and the removal of
most however, it also believes that the Policy needs to mature by adequately
considering wider community benefits, especially where remaining shack
settlements represent significant State heritage.
The current policy has achieved its purpose to control the proliferation of coastal
shacks in a conciliatory way. It now needs to be refined to take account of other
significant values, to enable wider public use of popular coastal areas and to
ensure sound ongoing management.
The hut precinct on the lower Donnelly River is absolutely unique. Sole access is
by boat and it has been a low-cost family holiday destination continuously for
almost 100 years. The area contains and has links with significant heritage values
and the hut community has sustained a strong and generous partnership with the
vested authority.
It appears to the LDRCA that Western Australia is in catch-up mode regarding
shack management, particularly when compared with the more enlightened
management in Tasmania and New South Wales, and welcomes this Standing
Committee inquiry.

POLICY
The LDRCA prefers that State Government amends its existing policy, rather than
scrap it, to recognize significant differences between circumstances and shacks in
different locations.
It believes that the existing policy was prepared at a time when proliferation of
shacks was occurring mostly along the central west coast, including shires of
Gingin, Carnamah, Coo row, Dandaragan and Irwin, when control was needed in a
coordinated and more conciliatory way. These circumstances did not apply along
the coast of the lower south west.
The current policy has achieved its purpose of halting construction of random and
ragged shacks and of the removal of many of them. It now needs to be amended
to:
1. Recognise that some shacks are associated with our earliest endeavors to
settle and develop rural Western Australia;
2. Recognise that many shacks were constructed to accommodate family
recreation at a time and place where affordable holiday accommodation
did not exist;
3. Recognise that many existing shacks and shack locations have significant
heritage value and that "settlements" of shacks provide valuable
community benefit;
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4. Recognise that shack communities facilitate responsible and manageable
protection of natural and heritage values as well as ongoing care and
maintenance of their surrounding environment;
5. Recognize that shack communities facilitate an ongoing caretaking
presence in isolated locations;
Further, the "Shack Policy" needs to ensure that:
6. Site specific management plans are prepared in consultation with key
stakeholders, endorsed by the vested authority and implemented in a
cooperative and shared way;
7. Construction and or upgrade of dwellings meet regulatory requirements,
especially health and safety, without compromising the sense of place and
original purpose;
8. Usage of "shack settlements" is inclusive, meaning that access is
available in a controlled and sustainable way to the wider public to provide
equity;
9. Heritage and other values specific to "shack settlements" is communicated
to all users through appropriate interpretive and or visitor information
facilities.
DONNELLY RIVER HUT (Shack) PRECINCT
Heritage Significance

The hut precinct at the mouth of the Donnelly River in the shires of Manjimup and
Nannup has been a holiday destination continuously for almost 100 years 1
covering up to four generations2 . It currently consists of 43 huts within the
D'Entrecasteaux National Park and under lease arrangement with the Department
of Environment and Conservation. The LDRCA believes that the precinct has
sufficiently significant heritage value to warrant its listing on the Register of
Heritage Places of the Heritage Council of Western Australia. It lodged a
submission with the Heritage Council for this purpose in 2006 3 .
The area has a close association with pastoral leases of late nineteenth century4
and in particular the Bolganup Huf, a place formally assessed as having high
heritage value but at risk of being destroyed by fire. It is also known affectionately
for its time as a "refuge" during difficult depression times early last century.
Although not entering the precinct into The Register the Heritage Council
accepted that it had some cultural heritage significance and required that DEC
carry out a heritage assessment before making any changes 6 .

Submission to Heritage Council of WA, "Particulars of the Place" (p4); early recollections (p6)
Heritage Submission "Longevity and Exclusivity" (p9 and attachment 10)
3 Proposal to List the Donnelly River Mouth - Hut Precinct as A Place of Cultural Heritage
Significance (3 May 2006)
4 Heritage Submission "4.2 Historic Value" (p5 and attachment 5);"Coastal Huts" (bottom p7)
5 Heritage Submission "Pastoral Leases" (p6)
6 Heritage Council of Western Australia, letter 12 September 2006
1

2
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A copy of the submission lodged with the Heritage Council is attached to
demonstrate the area's heritage value.

Unique Precinct
The Donnelly River hut precinct is absolutely unique. Access to the river mouth is
by boat and numerous anecdotes describe rowing and poling various structures
for hours and days to transport holiday makers and building materials
downstream. In 1922/23 the Progress Association of Manjimup raised money for
two boats? that were moored at the landing for communal use and a similar one
still exists and awaits restoration.
A commercial tour enterprise currently services a growing tourist interest in the
area 8 .

Public Values
A history (2-3 decades) of cooperation and joint works exists between the LDRCA
and DEC (previously CALM). It encompasses rehabilitation of damaged sites,
regeneration of vegetation, removal of noxious weeds and fire protection and
demonstrates the strong public value of such a partnership9.
Other benefits from having an active and aware hut community are numerous 10
and include the many indirect benefits of a caretaking presence in an otherwise
remote location.

Community Support
The proposal to protect and manage the hut precinct is supported by both the
Manjimup and Nannup Shire Councils 11.

FURTHER PROPOSALS
In the event that government policy for the management of shack sites on public
land is amended to recognise and protect their heritage and other community
values the LDRCA proposes that:
1. Hut leases be continued indefinitely to maintain and protect the cultural
heritage of the "hut settlement" and "hut community" of the lower Donnelly
River;
2. The hut precinct is subject to a detailed site specific management plan
prepared in consultation with key stakeholders and that is consistent with
the National Park management plan and vested authority's policies;
3. The hut precinct management plan be endorsed by the vested authority
and periodically audited by an independent third party;
4. The Bolganup Hut be relocated to a suitable and protectable site in or near
the Donnelly hut precinct;
Heritage Submission "Nora Palmer writes" (p6, and attachment 6(a))
Heritage Submission "Tourism" (p1 0 and attachment 9)
9 Heritage Submission "Sense of Community" (p9 and attachment 10)
10 Heritage Submission "4.3 Scientific Value" (p8 and attachment 7)
11 Pers comm President and CEO, Shires of Manjimup and Nannup
7

8
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5. Wider public use of the precinct be developed by provision of short term
(overnight) camping facilities consistent in design and amenity with existing
structures;
6. Interpretation and visitor information be provided to raise awareness of the
unique natural and heritage values of the lower Donnelly River;
7. Costs of development and maintenance works be shared between the
vested authority and LDRCA, that financial costs of proposed works are
kept within the means of hut owners and that hut owner "effort-in-kind" be
recognised as fair contribution;

Tony Ryan
Chairman
Lower Donnelly River Conservation Association
30 June 2010
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is a proposal to list the Donnelly River hut precinct at the mouth of the river, on
the south coast near Pemberton, as a place of cultural heritage significance. It has
been a holiday destination continuously for almost one hundred years for up to four
generations of local families. It is unique for several reasons including the fact that
no access is possible by car.
Early no~aboriginal activity on the coastal plains of the south coast of Western
Australia, in the vicinity of the mouth of the Donnelly River, was grazing under
pastoral lease from late 1800s. Lease holders were mainly landowners of the
hinterland and from pioneering families who moved cattle to coastal leases for
summer grazing. Coastal leases either side of the Donnelly were held originally by
Bussell and Scott families and later by Scott, Giblett and Brockman families who
had huts for camping but not at the river mouth. Bolganup hut, formally rated as
having high heritage significance, still exists six kilometres south of the boat landing
that is twelve km upstream of the river mouth.
The original huts at the mouth of the Donnelly River appears to have been built in
1934 as holiday accommodation since reference to earlier holiday visits describe ti
tree shelters, tents and canvas covered structures but no huts. Although three huts
existed by December 1934 most were built in the period 1950-75. 43 huts currently
exist and are tenured under lease with the Department of Conservation and Land
Management, since the land is National Park vested in the Conservation
Commission of Western Australia. At least ninety percent of the huts are owned by
residents of the shire of Manjimup.
All huts were "owner built" using various materials, mostly salvaged from other
dwellings, and are used on weekends and holidays. "Camping" is the vernacular
and the precinct has been a camp site since original pastoral lease times. Huts
were constructed long before the area was reserved for the purpose of National
Park.
The Donnelly River hut precinct is absolutely unique. Access to the mouth is by
boat and numerous anecdotes describe rowing and poling various structures for
hours and days to transport holiday makers and building materials downstream. In
1922/23 the Progress Association of Manjimup raised money for two boats that
were moored at the landing for communal use and a similar one still exists and
awaits restoration.
"Squatter huts" were a National phenomenon in many situations, especially coastal,
and few remain today. Without protection of their heritage value in selected places
it will be lost forever.
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2. IDENTIFICATION
REFERRED BY:
Name:
Lower Donnelly River Conservation Association
Address:
Secretary D Fouracres, RMB 20, Manjimup, WA, 6258
Telephone: 97770450 (w), 0427 996 001 (m)
Email:
debbie.fouracres@health.wa.gov.au (w)
Date:
3 May 2006
Has owner/occupier been consulted?
YES, hut owner questionnaire November 2004, and
committee and owner meetings.
Dept. Conservation and Land Management
Signature

Debbie Fouracres
Secretary
2.1. Place Details
Name of Place: Donnelly River Mouth - Hut Precinct
Address/Location:

Mouth of the Donnelly River, 35 km west of Pemberton

Local Government Authority:
Map Reference:

Shires of Manjimup and Nannup

Precinct location - see map , attachment 1 (a)
Hut sites - see map, attachment 1(b)

Area of Site:

Approximately 26 ha (assuming 100m either side of river)

2.2. Ownership and Other Site Details
Owner Name:
Precinct managed by Department of Conservation and Land
Management. Huts owned by individuals .
Address (CALM): Executive Office, Hackett Drive, Crawley 6009
Phone:

(08) 94420300

Email:

calm@wa.gov.au

Reserve Details: D'Entrecasteaux National Park
Vesting:

Conservation Commission of Western Australia

Public Accessibility: Open, and subject to the Park management plan
Lease Details:

Hut occupancies are managed through occupancy leases

3. PARTICULARS of the PLACE
Dates:

Use of the wider area began with pastoral leases late 1800s.
Use of the Donnelly River Mouth Precinct as a holiday
destination began 191 Os (est), with hut construction beginning
mid 1930s (data sourced through questionnaire to current hut
owners, pers comm with descendents and Association
newsletters).

Type of Place:

9632 Precinct (subject to Heritage Council confirmation)

Use of Place:

Holiday accommodation (original and current)
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Architect/Designer/Builder:
Description:

All huts are owner built structures

The precinct consists of 43 huts constructed on either side of the
Donnelly River between 300m and 1 .3 km upstream of the
mouth. Huts are semi-conspicuous within natural surrounds and
all access to the precinct is by boat from a landing 12km
upstream.

4. HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
4.1. Aesthetic Value
Criterion 1: It is significant in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

The Donnelly River, from boat landing to the Southern Ocean, is significant for its
naturalness, especially given that it has been a public recreational (holiday) area
continuously for almost 100 years.
The first section, from landing to hut precinct, is a completely natural landscape,
other than an occasional river marker (attachment 2). Hut owners refer to
"magic" occasions when the river provides perfect reflections to the extent that
reality and reflection cannot be distinguished along the bank and boat navigation
becomes awkward.
The hut precinct (second section) contains 43 huts and although most can be
seen from the river they are not imposing with few "stand-outs" (attachment 3photos 1-4,). Most huts only become apparent when boaters are adjacent to
them and the Association of hut owners is very sensitive to this aspect of the
area. Owners are willing to accommodate changes to reduce any discordant
visual impact.
Predominant descriptors of the hut precinct are naturalness, unimposing,
tranquil, rustic and casual, and a time-warp.
Vistas along the river in the vicinity of the huts are predominantly natural,
containing small jetties and moorings that arguably add interest. Few huts are
conspicuous from this perspective and none exist in close proximity to the river
mouth and associated cliff and beach (attachment 4).
4.2. Historic Value
Criterion 2: It is significant in the evolution or pattern of the history of Western Australia

The lower Donnelly River area represents original European use of southern
coastal areas in Western Australia and is unique in that its original condition is
still very evident. Pastoral leases and coastal recreation were dominant uses.
Pastoral Leases
Leases for cattle grazing were granted to pioneer farming families including
Bussell of the Vasse area and Scott of Nannup (1861 1). Later ownership
became Giblett of Manjimup, Scott of Nannup and Brockman of Pemberton
(attachment 5). Cattle were typically moved to coastal areas for summer grazing
before returning to inland properties. The area remained in a largely natural
condition during grazing and remains relatively unchanged today.
The Jesse Giblett family built a dairy on their lease in the vicinity (locally known
as the Stone Hut) and produced butter and cheese that was sold or bartered

1

JP Gabbedy, Unpublished manuscript.
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locally and further a field 2 , including to whalers at Quindalup (nr Dunsborough).
William Scott recalled how, after the building was complete, the contract price of
100 sovereigns was counted out for (the builder) on the kitchen table of the Scott
home 3 . Traces of this building remain but are mostly destroyed by fire, vandals
and weather.
The Bo/ganup Hut, six km south of the boat landing, is one of the last remaining
pastoral lease "camps" in the area and has been formally assessed for its
heritage value. It was another Giblett structure, is classified as having high
heritage significance, but is considered to be at serious risk of loss from fire due
to its isolation and lack of site maintenance. Local Giblett descendents are keen
to preserve this building and an opportunity to protect it is available by relocating
it, possibly to the Donnelly hut precinct. Preliminary enquiries indicate that this
can be accomplished with assistance from Rotary and Apex service clubs in
Manjimup and Pemberton and a separate proposal on this matter is being
submitted to CALM.
Coastal Huts
Huts at the mouth of the Donnelly River are very significant for the way they
represent early coastal recreation in regional WA. They display some of the last
expression of this state-wide phenomenon of a semi permanent coastal holiday
structure. The area is unique compared with other areas where huts have been
either removed or overtaken by development.
The mouth of the Donnelly River has been used as a holiday destination
continuously for almost 100 years by families of the surrounding countryside,
mostly from Pemberton and Manjimup (photos 1 & 3, attachment 6, and
attachment 6(b)). Its history as a camping area has strong links to the original
group settlement scheme (1920s) and to a lesser extent the Great Depression
years (1930s) when sustenance workers from nearby camps worked two days
each week and spent much of their remaining time at the coast4.
Early recollections include those of Brian Hornby:
My father Harry Hornby rowed down in 1916 in a boat hired from Don McKal;

Brian Hornby also recalls his father describing all the tents that were everywhere during
some of the depression years. People had time on their hands and many camped down
the Donnelly and ate fish and marron, possums and ducks6.

Nora Palmer? writes:
Round about 1922-23 Manjimup had a progress association of which my father, Don
McKay, was President. They raised money and bought two boats which were left at the
landing near Scotts block (two miles upstream from the present boat ramp) . One of these
boats was named "The Annie" after my mother.
These boats were for anyone who wished to have a holiday at the Donnelly mouth. Of
course they had to row the 10 miles as no one had motors.
In about 1923-24 Don McKay and family in one boat, and Ike Doust and family in another,
rowed down the river for a holiday. They camped in a ti tree shelter which was available to
all. It was in a gully near to where Chadwick's hut is today.

Hon HD Evans, Unpublished manuscript, "The Unique Story of Manjimup".
William Scott, Oral account, 1938
4 Hon HD Evans, Pers comm, 15 Dec 2005
5 Brian and Yvonne Hornby, Questionnaire response, December 2004
6 Brian Hornby, Pers comm, November 29, 2005 during fact finding and photography visit
7 Nora Palmer, Email "The Mouth of the Donnelly River, 29 March 2005

2

3
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I remember it well as I was 7 years old at that time. I remember eating mouldy bread - that
sticks in my memory ...... .
.• •• 1 believe that the Dick family had a holiday even before us. They stayed two weeks, ran
out of food and shot crows to eat.

and Roy Ockwell 8 :
The Goddard brothers used to have a permanent tent frame pitched in the early thirties
and gradually constructed the hut I have today.

From the Blackwood Times, Friday May 18, 1923:
Manjimup
To raise funds for the "Donnelly River Pleasure Resort" a children 's plain and fancy dress
ball was held in the hall on Friday evening. There was a large attendance. The children
were in many cases handsomely dressed . Prizes were won by Arthur Oliver, Daisy Martin ,
Clifford Goldron, Mary Barry, Fred Mansfield and Olive Campbell.

Hardships of the group settlement and depression eras, along with an inability to
afford more than essentials, poor transport and remoteness from coastal towns
meant that holidays were taken locally. Places like Peaceful Bay, Walpole,
Windy Harbour and the Donnelly River mouth were a few places that had access
to the south coast and that could be afforded.
Since access to the mouth of the Donnelly River was by boat they were launched
and retrieved at "boat landing" . Many boats remained moored at the landing
(photos 2 & 4, attachment 6) since they were heavy and difficult to remove and in
1956 a hand winch was donated and installed to pull boats (and cars) up the
slippery bank,
"The winch at the landing was given
to Jock Anderson by Hec Towie who
was manager of the Coppinup Mill in
Manjimup.
"In August 1956 Jock and Jim
Anderson, Brian Hornby, Neil
Douglas, Don Bourne and Jim
Taylor transported the winch in a
trailer to the landing. Quartz (for the
concrete) was taken from a quartz
pit on the way in to the landing.

'w the time of the winch being put in
the landing was just a muddy bank
and we leveled it down and put a
face cut board (slab of wood off the
side of a log) down the bank to pull
the boat out, or the car whichever
was needed. "
Brian Hornby, 2004

The area was closely linked to neighbouring pastoral leases of the time and hut
owners refer to the early practice of informing lessees of stock movements in the
vicinity, and feed condition 9 ,

8
9

Roy Ockwell , Questionnaire response, February 2005
W E Gardner, Letter, 30 September 2004
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Donnelly River huts represent an era of scrounging and innovation, and toilet and
fire place construction draw considerable interest from visitors (photos 5 & 6,
attachment 3).

4.3. Scientific Value
Criterion 3A: It has demonstrable potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of the natural or cultural history of Western Australia.

Hut owners of the Donnelly provide a unique opportunity to yield information on
the value of community cooperation and commitment for sustainable
management of a public area.
The hut precinct represents an area of limited camping and "settlement" for a
continuous period of almost 100 years with little adverse environmental impact.
In fact, evidence shows that substantial environmental improvement has
occurred as a result of an ongoing hut owner presence. Hut owners action to revegetate bare areas, to reticulate water to encourage development of seedlings,
and management of accumulated plant debris to protect against fire has resulted
in extensive regrowth of native vegetation (attachment 7(a) - photos 1 & 2 of hut
14, and photo 3 for nearby vegetation). The progressive introduction of other
plants has also led to stabilization of sand dunes adjacent to the river mouth (see
attachment 7(b) - Rehabilitated Sand Dunes).
Local knowledge and resources of hut owners has assisted scientific study and
will continue to do so. Records to demonstrate instances are attachments 8(a)
and 8(b), and enquiry with CALM's Pemberton office will confirm more recent and
frequent assistance.
Given that tourism is rapidly developing in the Lower South West region, and
active promotion of the Donnelly has begun (Donnelly River Cruises - attachment
9), the precinct presents an opportunity to test alternative recreational
management strategies, including "controlled access", and to be used as a
benchmark against which to measure other more developed sites.
Long term hut owner presence has had a substantial and a very positive
"caretaking" impact. Littering and environmental vandalism is non-existent and
control of un-natural breaching of the seasonal sand bar across the mouth by
visitors has been stopped by hut owners on many occasions. The hut precinct is
unique within a range of different coastal camping opportunities in the
D'Entrecasteaux National Park, and provides long term evidence for comparative
research on many subjects including visitor impact.

Criterion 38: It is significant in demonstrating a high degree of technical innovation or
achievement.

The hut precinct demonstrates some degree of technical innovation and
achievement, although not high. Its value lies in the fact that much of it has
remained immune to modern technological developments - it is a "refugee" from
them. Owners demonstrate the kind of innovation that typified early settlers by
adapting and making do with whatever materials were available. Cooking and
ablution facilities, septic systems and lighting arrangements are a few examples
of innovation that can still be found, although modern power generators, solar
panels and bottled gas are becoming more prevalent.
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4.4. Social Value
Criterion 4: It is significant through association with a community or cultural group in
Western Australia for social, cultural, educational or spiritual reasons.

Sense of Community
Owners of huts in the precinct have a highly developed sense of community
(photos 1, 2 attachment 10). Their support to each other is exceptional and
becomes extended towards visitors whenever the opportunity is seen.
Innumerable examples can be found and include provision of shelter and water
to campers, supply of fuel and assistance to stranded boat owners, action to deal
with emergencies and inclusion of visitors in communal activities.
Ongoing communal work includes survey for and eradication of arum lilies
(noxious weed), baiting for feral animals, assistance with fire prevention and
control, construction and replacement of public boat ramp (four times) and jetty
(photos 3-5, attachment 10), and rubbish collection and disposal.
Assistance to CALM includes construction of board walks across fragile sand
dunes, eradication of noxious weeds, development of facilities at the boat
landing, and hut and site inspections.
Evidence of a strong sense of community is ample.
Public Service
The area has been identified by the Australian Customs Service as a potential
entry point for undesirable activity along WA's isolated south coast. Hut owners
have been briefed on requirements of the Coast Watch program and provide a
public service through their awareness and regular presence.
More active public service in the form of environmental caretaking , in addition to
assistance to CALM and other works, is readily apparent from the absence on
vandalism and littering. It is also present through willing assistance to visitors in
distress.
Wider Community Support
Although the Donnelly hut owner group is small the re is strong and wide
community support for maintaining huts as they are, without upgrade to
contemporary building standards other than for essential safety and hygiene
reasons. Letters from communitygroups and recognised local identities are
evidence of this.
Longevity and Exclusivity
Most huts were constructed well before a National Park was declared but have
been managed under lease arrangements since c1985. Many families are now
third and fourth generation campers of the Donnelly and demonstrate a
significant history of camping - they hold a wealth of oral history and display
wonderful extended family bonding that is the envy of many (Photo 2, attachment
10).
An impression of "exclusivity" may be formed with a Government policy of
banning new huts however existing huts make the Donnelly inclusive. Current
arrangements enable camping to range from individuals and small groups to
extended families, including babies and small children, elderly and disabled,
whereas removal of huts will exclude extended families. Without the huts,
camping is likely to revert to backpackers and small groups only; young families,
elderly and disabled will be excluded.
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Environment for Creativity
It is apparent from returned hut owner questionnaires that the precinct is a place
of rest and solace for many. This can be illustrated with two of many poems from
campers (attachment 11 - poems Another Time and The Donnelly).
Tourism
Travelling to the mouth of the Donnelly River has never been promoted publicly
until recently. Donnelly River Cruises commenced a tourist venture in 2005
(attachment 9) and according to the proprietor is growing in popularity. He states
that passengers a re intrigued by the huts and that sentiment towards them is
overwhelmingly supportive.
4.5, 4.6

Rarity and Representativeness

Criterion 5: It demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of the cultural
heritage of Western Australia.
Criterion 6: It is significant in demonstrating the characteristics of a class of cultural
places or environments in the State.

Western Australia
The Donnelly River Mouth - Hut Precinct is unique. It is rare since no other
coastal locality has retained its historical characteristics to the same extent in
such an unusual location. Its restricted access (by boat only) has limited its
development and it represents an era of coastal camping by families that was
common on the west and south coasts of Western Australia but now almost
extinct.
The Government of WA developed a uniform policy on coastal shacks to address
an "out-of-hand" problem , mainly north of Perth:
Squatters put up shacks on the coast between Moore River and Dongara at the rate of two a
week. The controversial issue is now being investigated by three government groups with the
10
aim of introducing a uniform policy on shacks
There are more than 700 shacks on the WA coastline, used by fishermen who mainly seek
crayfish and by people who just want to get away from it al/.
About 250 shacks have been erected in the Dandaragan Shire and 350-400 in the shires of
Irwin, Carnamah and Coorow.
The three biggest sites are Wedge Island, Green Island and Sandy Cape.
........ .... Good sheltered spots along the coast are limited, leading me man to say "You
cannot find a decent place for a picnic any more, unless you park behind a shack and walk
through others to the beach,,11.

The policy has been to remove squatter shacks and almost all have now gone 12.
Other coastal camping sites from early 20 th century have been developed as
townsites and or formal caravan and camping areas (numerous on West Coast
north and south of Perth, and along the south coast).

10

11
12

The Wild Idyll, Michael Zekulich, The West Australian newspaper, March 22, 1986
Officialdom closes in on the shacks, The West Australian newspaper, March 22 , 1986
Pers comm Meryl Nolan, Shire of Gingin (6 remaining adjacent to owners property), Ian Rennie,
Shire of Dandaragan (none remaining).
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Proposal to List the Donnelly River Mouth - Hut Precinct as a Place of Cultural Heritage
Significance

There are few squatter dwellings along the south coast between Walpole and
Esperance. A few isolated huts exist east of Albany and are associated with
professional fishermen 13.
Many huts still exist at one notable site - Wandine, south of Mundrabilla on the
Eyre Hwy in the Dundas Shire. This site is notable for its size (number of
shacks) and difficulty (isolation, individuality and poor hygiene). Shack owners
come from the Eastern Goldfields, Esperance and various locations in South
Australia and although the issue will eventually be addressed the local authority
appears daunted by management prospects 14.
New South Wales
The social phenomenon of building shacks on the coast as a fishing and holiday
retreat, and building them in other desirable locations such as alpine highlands,
has been widespread throughout Australia. At the same time, the practice has
been stopped and most structures have been removed due to uncontrolled
expansion and undesirable conditions in many places.
Few representative samples of the phenomenon remain in Australia but one that
does is in the Royal National Park of New South Wales. Huts at Era and Burning
Palms are listed by the National Trust, Era and Uttle Garie are listed by the
Australian Heritage Commission and all are listed in the Wollongong Council
Heritage Study (attachment 12 - Royal National Park Cabins15 )
The hut precinct of the mouth of the Donnelly River demonstrates rare, uncommon
and endangered aspects of the cultural heritage of the southern coastal parts of
Western Australia. It is also significant in demonstrating the characteristics of a
class of cultural places or environments in the State.

5. CONCLUSION
The hut precinct at the mouth of the Donnelly River is absolutely unique. It
represents a place of continuous coastal camping by up to four generations of local
people over a period of almost 100 years. It is one of a few remaining holiday
"camps" of early and mid twentieth century in Western Australia, and probably
Australia, that still exhibit innovative and relatively undeveloped settlement.
The precinct has a close link to nineteenth century pastoral leases and provides
one of the last remaining opportunities to reserve heritage values in-situ that are
typical of an earlier, simpler and unhurried era.
Listing of the Donnelly River Mouth Hut Precinct on the State Heritage Register is
proposed to protect its heritage values.

Pers comm Dr John Watson, Regional Manager, South Coast Region, CALM .
Pers comm Dr John Watson, and Barbara Green, Shire of Albany, formerly Regional Coastal
Coordinator.
15 Hon. Jon Jenkins, MLC, Parliament of New South Wales - Speech 16 November 2004
13

14
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Attachment 1{a)

LOCATION MAP

NOT to SCALE
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Attachment 1(b)
HUT LOCATIONS - Hut Precinct
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Attachment 2

River Landscapes - The Donnelly River, from boat landing to the hut precinct, is a completely
natural landscape, other than an occasional river marker

Photo 1 - river landscape at boat landing

Photo 3 - typical river view between landing and huts
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Attachment 2 (contd)

Photo 4 - river view at "backwater" near huts

Photo 5 - river view at "backwater", with river marker
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Attachment 3

Huts - The hut precinct contains 43 huts and although most can be seen from the river they are not imposing with few "stand-outs". Most huts only become
apparent when boaters are adjacent to them.

Photo 3: Hut 28 (Ryan, LHS), hut 29 (Faulkner, RHS)
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Attachment 3 (contd)

Photo 5: Innovative and interesting construction of the 1950s - scrounged materials.

Photo 6: Typical cooking fire place and chimney of the 1950s - also scrounged materials.
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Attachment 4

River Vistas - Vistas along the river in the vicinity of the huts are predominantly natural, containing small jetties and moorings that arguable add interest. No
huts exist in close proximity to the river mouth and associated cliff and beach.

Photo 4: River Vista towards mouth
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Attachment 5

Coastal Leases in Donnelly River Mouth Vicinity 1
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Pre 1900:
Bussell (Vasse/Busselton district) and Scott (Nannup
district) families and Davis Roe & Co.

1

Sourced from Hon H D Evans, Mandurah, Western Australia
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c 1900:

Brockman (Pemberton district), Giblett (Manjimup
district), Scott (Nannup district) and Carlier
families.

Attachment 6(a)

Holiday Destination - The mouth of the Donnelly River has been used as a holiday destination for
almost 100 years by residents of the surrounding countryside, mostly from Pemberton and Manjimup

Photo 1: Jack Martyn conveyed Chadwick family to the Donnelly for holidays in 19505

Photo 2: Donnelly Landing boats 19505
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Attachment 6(a) (conto)

Photo 3: M Chadwick and sister at landing ,
loading boat to go down river

Photo 4: Typical clinker built boat of the times;
usually without outboard motor

Photo 5: Last of the early boats that were moored at the landing. Now stored next
to hut 2 for restoration and for use on special occasions, powered by the original
and restored Britannia outboard motor.
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Attachment 6(b)

Two articles are reproduced in this attachment. The first article about the Dunnet hut
illustrates improvisation and humour of the time.
From The Don 'ley Times - News from the End of the River, (1981 Issue)

HUTS ALONG THE . RIVER

The Chambers of Horror
The hut built on the south side of the river among the limestone
cliffs was built in 1950 by the late Allan Dunnet with the
help of Wally his son and a host of his friends, myself included.
Allan picked this site because of the view and if you ignore
the balancing bculders situated high above the rear of the hut,
which Allan ensured us would miss the hut by two feet even if
they did decide to roll. The view is magnificent while the
hut is completely sheltered from southerly winds.
The original hut was constructed of Jarrah framing and covered
with tarpaulin, bunks were built against the wall, while cooking
was carried out on an open fire situated outside the hut,
second harid iron was used to roof the building and after
carrying all this building material up that sand hill you
need not wonder why the walls were not completed f or many
years later.
.
1:he timber etc. was boated downstream from the landing in a
clinker built boat called the "Fied Fiper" an old friend of
many hut builders, this boat was driven by an old "anzani"
motor of approximately 2t H.F. The trip downstream took
1t hours; all going well, or as it was referred to a 2
demijohn trip. Incidently, the boat was called "Pied Piper"
because Allan said the original Pied Piper took all the rats
cut of the city and he likened his team of travellers thus.
Wally Dunnet t .ook over the hut from his father after Allan left
the district and because of the loose shifting sand on the
hillside, moved the hut back fran the edge of the hill at the
same time renovating it with asbestos walls, n~w iron etc. and
today a quite pleasant building enjoys the same view for which
it was built.
lially and his family do not have as much time as he would
like to enjoy this haven but talking to him he has great plans
to enjoy the River in the not too distant future.
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Attachment 6(b) (contd)

This second article describes the origins a nd construction materials of the original 1934
hut in the precinct. It also identifies dune de-stabilization that has since been
rehabilitated by owners.
From The Don'ley Times - News from the End of the River, (1978 Issue)
(N.

1) -

CAMP

NOWHERE

In the year of 1934 a group of young felloWShad been travelling to
the mouth of the Donnelly River for a few years, probably since 1928,
and had been very impressed by the peaceful trip down the River and
the lonely stretch of beach that greeted their arrival.
A couple of the .more ambitious of the group decided a perm~nent
camp would be a great benefit, so "Tup" Graham and "Orb" She ffl.eld
and Alec Dick (Dixie) found washed up along the river bank four
paralized posts, washed down the river from some bridgesite upstr~am
on the Donnelly or Carey Brook. These became the corner posts of
the first hut along the Donnelly River.

Afte~ consulting with Mr Scott, who leased the country nort.h
of the River, and gaining his permission to build a hut, on condi~ion
it was left open for the use of stockmen at muster time, the remal.nder
of the hut was completed with driftwood found along the beach and canvas
obtained from Pemberton to clad the walls.
In the later years, approx 1959-60, "Bert Baker", a carpenter
by the Forests Dept, bought the dwelling from its original owners
~"d added an extra room to the front of the building, which was used
as a kitchen. Bert enjoyed the Donnelly for a couple of years before
deciding to move to the city, and the hut once again changed hands.
This time the son. of the original owner, Bob Graham, purchased the
hut and remained the owner until it was abandoned.
~~ployed

• In the days when the hut was built it WaS situated in an ideal
pestion with a perfect short downhill walk to the river. However, as
a walking trail was established from the hut to the river, some of the
natural~ees, herbs and grasses were destroyed, leaving a bare entrance
_
that::"westerly winds fully exploited, and the sand began to move inland
fairly rapidly, forcing the Occupants to abandon the site in approx 1962.
Some of the foundation and other evidence still remain to m~rk
the spot where stood the first hut at the Donnelly but the large
sand dunes existing in this area today would make you query the~eason
for building on this site.
Unless the full story is known.and~points
out to all of us that follow in these pionners' footsteps, how delicate
the eco system is along the river and into the dunes •
.By Morely.
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Attachment 7(a)

4.3 Scientific Value

Tree at time of
construction remains
almost unchanged

Photo 2: Hut 14 (Hornby, 2005) - surrounds require periodic slashing to remove
unwanted vegetation for fire protection reasons in 2005 (owner description)
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Attachment 7(a) (cont

Re-vegetated Area Behind Huts

Photo 3: This site was used as a playing area for football and cricket (neighbour
description)

Hut owners action to re-vegetate bare areas, water reticulation to encourage
development of seedlings and management of accumulated plant debris to protect
against fire has resulted in significant regrowth of native vegetation.
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Attachment 7(b)

Rehabilitated Sand Dunes at Donnelly River Mouth

1970 - unstable sand dunes at river mouth
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Attachment 8(a)

Scientific Value
Copy - letter from Western Australian Museum, 18 November 1970

weSTERN AUSTRAUAN MUSEUM
ee(lUf(Hi $t(1)l.t
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Mr

n.

Aoslf~fi·a

GHAUAH
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Attachment 8(b)

Scientific Value
Copy - article from scientists of joint Lamprey study(c1982):
University of Western Australia
Murdock University
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
LAlvtPREYS IN 1HE OONNELLY

Research work has occasional rewards, and our stay at the 'bottom end' during
the first week of July this year was certainly one of them! The reason for our
field-trip was to obtain a sample of adult migrating lampreys which were leaving
saltwater on the start of their upstream spawning migration. The DoMelly Estuary
proved to be the ideal spot.
Each day, haVIng emptied the fyke-nets of migrating lampreys, we "commuted"
to work (Carey Brook) by boat - a pleasant change from PertJl' s early morning traffic!
At Carey Brook we sampled various spots along its length for the lamprey larvae which
are called 2mmocoetes. A return f cruise', and often time enough for a stroll along
, the beach before nightfall.
What can we say about this place? How Gm we say it? Perhaps the most pleasing
aspect that quickly caught our eye was not just the superb beauty and peacefulness of
, the estuary, but how friendly, helpful and generous were those of you that we were
, fortunate enough to meet. To be given, as comparative strangers, such treatment
I created in us respect and admiration.
'Ibis ""as further enhanced by our rapid
realisation that not only does the conrnunity appear to appreciate the place, but
that it actively guards against its easy degradation associated almost al\-mys with
the activities of modern Illc1Jl. lvlay we say: "Keep up the fant.astic work'llt.

Ncn" for a bit about lampreys ~ Lampreys be long to a group of jawless fishes the Agnp..tha. These primitive fish were the first vertebrates to swim the seas over
350 mi 11iqn years ago. 1-<105 t of. the Agnatha were eclipsed by the competition of lIK:>re
a<.r.anced j a\ved fishes (e. g. the sharks, rays und bony fish), except two groups, the
lampreys and the hagfishes '. Hagfishes survived by adopting a niche on the bottom
of oceall floors, wi th a li fes tyle lit tIe more than that of a. "vertebrate worm".
Larilpreys, ho.....ever, could be ~;;l jd to have taken a more active sund against the more
effi cient jmved fishes J for they evolved a teeth-aImed, sucking mduth and rasping
tongue, \vhich they use to parasi tise them (if you can' t joi(l'l~m - bleed I em dry?).
'I1ms today's lampreys are one of the clOSC'5t livjng reI,Hives to the earliest
vertebrates, and consequently. in many research centres arOl.uHl tlle i.;orld, they
. hav 3 become a useful I tool') solviDg problems in the study of many aspects of
..vertebrate evolution.
l

Ho\V(;!ver, l ampreys have ,,1se created pToblems! ~'ihen the Great Lakes of the
"U.S.A. l,.cre 1inkeu up to the lower lakes and the sea by ship c;mals, one st.'ecies,
the North Atlanti c lamprey (PetronIyzon marinus), was able to ent(.~r the top lakes
and found \vhole populat:ions orTisllwpia1l1ad.never been exposed to such predation.
The effect::; of this ne\, predation crippled UK! local fishing i.nrJustry, ~U1dmany
control roc~thods h<ld to be applied by the Americans and Camdi.:ms in an attempt to
reduce the nUllU)CrS of newly CIrrj ved, lampreys to acceptable levels. This began in
the early 1950' S, and continues today, the 1ll0S t efficient measure being the seeding
of the stream." whIch flo .., into the upper lakes h'ith a selective larvicide to kill
the ammOCOCi.e~; (adu1 t lampreys breed in tlw streruns, the hJ.rvae hatch out of tJ1C
eggs ~lJ1d remain in ti\e stream for up to five years).
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Attachment 8(b) (contd)

Forttmately such a situation carmat occur in or arotmd Australia! Our lamprey,
Geotria australis, has been here an extrerrely long time, and as a consequence all
tne fIsh popUlations came to terms and adjusted long ago to its predatory effects.
Thus, a natural balance has long been developed and maintained. Moreover, the
actual percentage mortality Geotria produces on the pelagic fish populations in
the Southern Ocean is unknown, roamly because many of these species have yet to be
exploi ted!
. .
h'hat is known is that the newly metamorphosed young adult Geotria tmdertake a
long southwards migration, possibly following schools of fish and ocean currents,
until they end up off the Antarctic shelf. Researchers who have studied albatrosses
and other sea-birds arotmd the Antarctic regions, have found (at certain times of
the year) large quantities of freshly-caught Geotria in the birds' stomachs!
After a period of probably two years, the adult lampreys return to the rivers
of Western Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand and South America, \ihere they spawn and
die. thus completing a cycle that takes approximately seven years from birth to death.
Rob Hilliard )
Dave Bird
) t-furdoch Uni versi ty
Pippa Chrystal)
Jermy Shaw - Fisheries and Wildlife
Dave Kasehagen - U.W.A.
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Attachment 9

Tourism
Donnelly River Cruises - a recent enterprise
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Attachment 10

Sense of Community

Photo 1: Typical gathering

Photo 2: Three generations

Photo 3: New wharf, low river

Photo 4: New wharf, high river

(Constructed by hut own
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Attachment 11

Two poems inspired by the Donnelly River Hut Precinct

Another Time
I camped one night on the Donnelly beach
Neath a starry southern sky
And dreamt of the years that had rolled along
But somehow passed me by
I saw again the river shine
Laughing in its flow
And mirrored in its crystal depths
A million stars aglow
I stood again on snow white sand
And heard the breezes sigh
While far off in the virgin hills
I heard a dingo cry
I watched again the flocks of swan
Flying wild and free
As they wheeled around the river bends
In their hurry to the sea
Wild ducks crowded sandy bars
As softly fell the night
And high above the moonlit sea
Were cormorants in flight
The trees along the river shore
Still grew to natures plan
The emu, fox and kangaroo
Still unafraid of man
I saw again the campfires glow
And smelt the burning pine
Drifting on an eastern wind
That blew from out of time
I heard the songs of yesteryear
I watched them drink the wine
Their laughter seemed to fill the night
And cross the sands of time
The moon above the ocean shone
To make their faces glow
As they sang and danced and told their lies
Til their time had come to go
Quick the night was fading
The eastern hills grew bright
And all the scenes of yesteryear
Faded with the light
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Attachment 11 (contd)

The flocks of swa n grew misty
The sand bars stark and bare
Swept by many southern winds
Since wild ducks gathered there
Old friends all had vanished
As they had done before
Their laughter carried in the wind
From some other moonlit shore
Out far beyond the breakers
Somewhere beyond the sea
There's a place beside a campfire
Old friends have saved for me.

Dombakup
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Attachment 11 (contd)

From The Don'/ey Times - News from The End of The River, (Easter 1982 Issue)
** THE

DONNELLY**

The sun lifts from behind the hills
The fog ascends from the river, the air like ice.
All is quiet with a faint shrill from .a lone whip

'0' will.

Wildlife undisturbed,
The camp is quiet with the distant thunder of waves pounding
the beach.
A few birds fly overhead.
The sound of a boat coming down river, breaks the silence,
Fisherman heading for a morn's fishing.
The smoke from someone's fire rises and drifts steadily with
little help from the wind.
A clattering of bottles can be heard upstream as last night's
stubbies are cast from a hut from an early morning sufferer.
An occasional splash of a mullet, shags searching the river bed

for food and robins and blue wrens feeding in the newly raked
earth are welcomed sights.
As the day goes on, the river comes to life.
Boats heading fishing, others for a few coldies with friends.
In the afternoon and on to dusk, the fishermen head to the beach
for an evening's fishing.
The setting sun leaves a sight to behold.
In the moonlight the fishermen wait for the biggun's to strike.
A cool night breeze, the starlight sky and a good nights catch
all add to the evening.
Back at the camp can be heard the hum of nearby engines providing
lights which shine on the rippling water.
Gathered around the barby after a good hearty meal, looking into
the glowing embers and thinking of the good times that have been
spent here. A night-cap with friends and a few recollections of
old memories.
The fire dies down. and the engine gives one last gasp and dies.
The day is' almost over.

c.
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Attachment 12

Hon. Jon Jenkins
MLC, Parliament of New South Wales
Speeches 2004
(Ref website for archive of Dr Jon Jenkins MLC
http://www.trac.org.au/diariesnew/jonsdiarvoct.htm )

16111/2004 - ROYAL NATIONAL PARK CABINS
The Hon. JON JENKINS [10.23 p.m.]:
There are approximately 220 coastal cabins in the Royal National Park,
divided into four communities. From north to south they are Little Garie, Era,
Burning Palms and Bulgo. Most cabins were built between 1910 and 1950,
either on freehold land with the permission of the then owners, or on Crown
reserve land. When development proposals threatened in the mid-1940s the
communities forsook the opportunity to purchase the land themselves. For the
common good they lobbied, along with groups such as the Confederation of
Bushwalking Clubs, to have the freehold land incorporated into the Royal
National Park. This selfless act was to guarantee that the public would have
access to the huts for future generations. The Royal National Park Cabins
Protection League was formed in 1945 to represent the communities and to
lobby the government of the day. It is now recognised as one of the oldest
community-based conservation groups in New South Wales.
None of the communities is accessible by road. Cabin owners walk in carrying
their food and fuel and, from time to time, materials for maintenance. As well,
they take responsibility for carrying out refuse. In fact the National Parks and
Wildlife Service has banned the local Landcare group from carrying out any
track maintenance. This is a great personal disappointment for me because,
being disabled, I will never have the opportunity to visit this area. The cabin
communities number hundreds of families across a wide range of
backgrounds, with the involvement of some reaching back over five
generations. The communities have a strong attachment to the place and to
the maintenance of values of self-regulation and self-reliance, low technology
and alternative technology living, public service and assistance through the
three surf-lifesaving clubs, two of which would not exist without the
communities, Landcare and Fireguard, and a precious connection to our
forbears.
After the founding of the National Parks and Wildlife Service in 1967 a policy
of cabin removal was introduced. Under this policy between a quarter and a
third of the original number of cabins were removed. To counter this, the
communities sought heritage listing. The result is that Era and Burning Palms
are listed by the National Trust; Era and Little Garie are listed by the
Australian Heritage Commission and all communities are listed in the
Wollongong Council heritage study. Two independent studies, the 1994 draft
cabins conservation plan and the 2001 Brooks draft cabins management plan,
emphasise the cultural, social and historic value of the communities. This
forced a change of attitude.
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The February 2000 plan of management for the Royal National Park calls for
the cabins, and specifically their social fabric, to be retained under strict
conditions to be negotiated between the National Parks and Wildlife Service
and the communities. Since early 2000 negotiations have been in train
between the service and the communities aimed at determining these
conditions. However, on Friday 12 November the National Parks and Wildlife
Service issued a press release about the cabins, claiming among other things
that it was wresting control of the cabins for the public. Of course, this is
rubbish. If the service had had its way there would be no cabins left for the
public; they would have been pulled down a long time ago. It was National
Parks and Wildlife Service policy that excluded the public from having access
to the cabins. The conditions of the current licence expressly restricted the
use of the shacks to the owners and their immediate families.
These are heritage structures with technology dating back to the 1930s, such
as kerosene fridges and lamps. This infrastructure and technology requires
some experience to manage. There are public safety and maintenance issues
for any shack that is to be rented to inexperienced people. However, the
fundamental issue is whether the National Parks and Wildlife Service is to
follow proper procedure. The principles of heritage management are that the
responsible authority develops policies for management through a
conservation management plan. The National Parks and Wildlife Service draft
cabin management plan of 2001 has not been endorsed by the New South
Wales Heritage Office and requires 12 recommendations to be met before it
will be resubmitted.
The cabin communities welcome a better deal for the public. However,
contrary to the weekend announcement, at this stage the systems and
policies are not yet in place. Simultaneously with the press release the service
delivered a new licence to the communities, with four alternatives, none of
which is acceptable. For any current owner to take out a new licence or
nominate another person, such as their children, to take out a licence, they
must relinqLish ownership of the cabins to the Minister. The Minister
threatened to remove any shack where the owner does not accept one of the
options, by saying:
Please note, that should you choose not to sign a new licence or accept one
of the alternative options outlined above, following the termination of your
current licence, I propose to cause the cabin on the cabin site specified above
to be removed in accordance with the provisions of s160A-s160F of the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. You will be given an opportunity to
make a submission in this regard which will be considered before a decision is
made on whether to adopt this course of action.
This threat of demolition is contrary to the Royal National Park plan of
management, to New South Wales Heritage Office recommendations and to
the borough charter. In proceeding as it has, the National Parks and Wildlife
Service appears to be ignoring advice given to it by the Independent
Commission Against Corruption expressly to strengthen its resistance to
corruption, and also ignoring the advice of the Heritage Office. I add finally
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that this new scheme by the National Parks and Wildlife Service continues
with the pantheistic agenda to remove all cultural connection to any National
Parks and Wildlife Service estate. It is a part of the ethnic cleansing ideology
that is applied not only to those of European descent but also to indigenous
peoples. The desired end is to remove all connection of people with the land
and therefore to remove all reason for people visit.
I call on the Minister to withdraw the threat of demolition of the shacks; to
ensure that the conservation management plan for the cabin areas is
finalised, taking into account the recommendations of the New South Wales
Heritage Office and the advice of ICAC; and that the conservation
management plan is finalised with shack holders having six months to review
the plan prior to having to sign any document, in line with the commitment
given by the National Parks and Wildlife Service and the New South Wales
Ombudsman. [Time expired.]
Motion agreed to.
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